MEK inhibitor trametinib in combination with gemcitabine regresses a patient-derived orthotopic xenograft (PDOX) pancreatic cancer nude mouse model.
Pancreatic cancer is resistant to treatment and needs precision individualized therapy to improve the outcome of this disease. Previously, we demonstrated that trametinib (TRA), a MEK inhibitor, could inhibit a pancreatic cancer patient-derived orthotopic xenograft (PDOX). In the present study, we show that gemcitabine (GEM) in combination with TRA was more effective than TRA alone. We implanted a patient pancreatic cancer orthotopically in the pancreatic tail of nude mice to establish the PDOX model. After seven weeks of tumor growth, we divided 32 pancreatic-cancer PDOX nude mice into 4 groups of eight: untreated control; GEM (once a week for 2 weeks); TRA (14 consecutive days); GEM + TRA (GEM: once a week for 2 weeks, TRA:14 consecutive days). We found that treated mice on day 14 had significantly reduced tumor volume in comparison to untreated control. TRA and the combination of GEM + TRA therapy significantly inhibited tumor development in comparison to GEM alone. However, GEM + TRA inhibited the PDOX tumor growth significantly greater than TRA alone. These results suggest the clinical potential of the combination of TRA and GEM for pancreatic cancer.